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With MIT's New System, Heat Will Follow You
Wherever You Go [Video]
"It's almost like having your personal sun."

When employees power down their computers for the night, the office's
heating system roars on. The system has only gained momentum, after all,
having spent an entire day unnecessarily warming up the dark corners of an
empty conference room.

Commercial buildings account for more than 20 percent of the country's
energy consumption. MIT's Senseable City Lab is working to minimize the
energy suck, however, by creating a localized heating system — one so
hyper-localized it will follow you around.

The project is called Local Warming, and utilizes motion sensing and
autonomous control, as well as LED bulbs to beam infrared light directly
onto people.

To trigger Local Warming, users need to stand in the location of symbolic
footprints. The system is rigged to the ceiling and, with the help of Wi-Fi, is
able to sense when someone is present and keep them comfortably warm.
"It's almost like having your personal sun," said Carlo Ratti, director of the
Senseable City Lab, to Wired.

A prototype of Local Warming is currently on display the
VeniceArchitecture Biennale and will be until November. According
to Wired:
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It features a large infrared bulb surrounded by rotating mirrors that can
direct the light in a focused beam. It’s bulky — hardly the type of thing
you’d like in your home — but Ratti envisions future prototypes will use
smaller LEDs for a more compact aesthetic.

Busy buildings likely wouldn't benefit from the system as much. Lobbies or
other airy spaces where energy isn't being used as efficiently, however,
could, particularly where foot traffic isn't as predictable. With just two
people in the room, the system's infrared lights can reduce energy
consumption up to 90 percent.

"Local Warming explores a vision for the future of heating systems,
suggesting highly efficient, dynamic and intelligent transmission of
warmth,"writes the Lab.

Now, if only it were aesthetically pleasing enough to be installed in our
apartments. Who doesn't want a personal sun?
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